
Introducing: Your Cube

A revolutionary mobile
app-like experience!
Elevate customer service like never before with Your Cube! With just a

simple phone tap, you can unlock a world of convenience and efficiency. 



How CubeLink works 

CubeLink is
preprogrammed

CubeLink is placed on
tabels or counters

Customers tap their
phone with NFC or scan
QR code

Customers can access
any link or social media

Customers can order
food via our QR Menu

Customers can send any
request via our forms to
WhatsApp, Line Chat
Group or Telegram 

https://youtu.be/79uYx4tTmsM

View Cube in Action

https://youtu.be/79uYx4tTmsM
https://youtu.be/79uYx4tTmsM


Scan, order, chat:
experience redefined
Thanks to our cutting- edge CubeLinks NFC & QR technology you can

enjoy instant, app-like solutions that will elevate your customer

service experience to new heights.

Comes with online QR Menus

Ordering delivery web app

Integrated with WhatsApp,Line,Google Forms

Amazing link & bio tools to for control & marketing 



Benefits
Restaurants and businesses can

benefit greatly from CubeLink

for several reasons

Overall, CubeLink offers restaurants and

businesses a comprehensive solution to

improve customer service, increase

efficiency, and adapt to the changing

landscape of consumer preferences and

expectations.

Enhanced customer service

CubeLink streamlines the customer

experience by providing instant access to

menus, ordering options, and contact

information.

Contactless Solutions

CubeLink's NFC and QR technology enable

customers to interact with businesses

without physical contact, reducing the risk of

transmission.

Efficiency

With CubeLink businesses can optimize their

operations by automating tasks such as

order taking and customer inquiries. This

frees up staff time to focus on delivering

exceptional service.



 Get leverage
Leveraging CubeLink for Marketing

and Technology Integration

Staying connected with customers through

effective marketing and seamless technology

integration is crucial for business success.

CubeLink offers a robust solution that not only

enhances visibility through dynamic marketing

opportunities but also integrates effortlessly

with essential business technologies.

Tech Integration

CubeLink seamlessly integrates with existing

technologies such as WhatsApp, Line, and

Google Forms, making it easy for businesses

to incorporate into their workflow.

Marketing Opportunities

CubeLink provides businesses with a

platform to showcase their offerings and

promotions. By integrating with social media

and messaging platforms, businesses can

engage with customers and drive sales.



Your own digital
dining menu or store
Easily create digital menu, room service

menu or online shop with our CubeLink

integration.

Connect to menus
CubeLink revolutionizes the dining

experience by enabling customers to

instantly connect with your services

through a simple tap.

Connect to WiFi
Imagine never having to type a WiFi

password again. With CubeLink's

contactless tap & share technology, say

goodbye to the frustration of passwords.

Connect to chat 
Connect customers requests to your

team's WhatsApp or Line chat instantly.

CubeLink integrates with our integrated

request forms and online menus.

New dual NFC &
QR integration
Tap into the power of NFC & QR

technology and discover a whole new

level of simplicity and efficiency with our

link & bio tools.



One Cube with short links, infinite possibilities

Link & Bio Tools
Short Links

Intuitive and trackable links

Link Management & Bio Tools

Simple yet beautiful Pages for your links

QR Codes

Customizable and secure QR codes



 ORDER NOW

CubeLink Cube

Unit Price: 5: ฿890 10: ฿790 50: ฿690

Dimension: 7.5 x 7.5cm (3 inches)

Include: 5 x Sides QR Code / NFC Links & QR Menu 

Color Options: Natural Wood / Custom: Black / White

CubeLink Integrated Digital QR & WhatsApp Order Platform  



Our Website

https://getcubelink.com

Get in touch with us

https://getcube.link/video

View Cube in Action

https://getcubelink.com/

